Abstract. The binary neutron star merger GW170817/GRB170817A confirmed that at least some neutron star mergers are the progenitors of short gamma-ray bursts. Many short gamma-ray bursts have long-term x-ray afterglows that have been interpreted in terms of post-merger millisecond magnetars-rapidly rotating, highly magnetised, massive neutron stars. We review our current understanding of millisecond magnetars born in short gamma-ray bursts, focusing particularly three main topics. First, whether millisecond magnetars really do provide the most plausible explain for the x-ray plateau. Second, determining and observing the gravitational-wave emission from these remnants. Third, determining the equation of state of nuclear matter from current and future x-ray and gravitational-wave measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Observations of many short-and long-gamma ray bursts show evidence for ongoing energy injection lasting ∼ 10 3 -10 7 s following the initial burst. The leading explanation for these long-lived x-ray plateaus is that of a millisecond magnetar; a rapidly-rotating, highly magnetised neutron star [1, 2] . Further interest in this has again been sparked by the recent observation of the binary neutron star merger GW170817/GRB 170817A with both gravitational waves and across the electromagnetic spectrum [3, 4] . Although there was no definitive evidence for central energy injection in this case, it did confirm that binary neutron star mergers are the progenitors of at least some short gamma-ray bursts. Moreover, it also renewed hope that a future coincident gravitational-wave and electromagnetic observation will yield further insight into one of the most violent events in the Universe through the discovery of gravitational waves from the post-merger remnant. No such post-merger gravitational waves were observed following GW170817 [5, 6, 7] .
Observing and understanding long-or short-lived neutron stars produced from the merger of two neutron stars has the potential to provide invaluable insight into the equation of state of matter at supranuclear densities. One of the most fundamental predictions from a given equation of state is the maximum mass of non-rotating neutron stars. There are four possible outcomes from a neutron star merger, which depend primarily on the mass of the progenitors and the equation of state. Therefore, while insight into the equation of state can be gained from short gamma-ray burst afterglows, as we discuss below, even more can be gained when one has a handle on the progenitor masses by measuring their inspiral with gravitational waves. Unfortunately, the state of the remnant is highly uncertain [e.g. see 8, 9, 10, 11, and references therein]
The four potential outcomes for a binary neutron star merger are the prompt collapse to form a black hole, a short-lived hypermassive neutron star that collapses to form a black hole in 1 s, a longer-lived supramassive star that collapses to a black hole on a secular timescale, or an infinitely stable neutron star remnant. Here, we only consider the last two of these.
A supramassive neutron star is one that is more massive than the maximum, non-rotating neutron star mass, but is supported from collapse through centrifugal support due to the rapid rotation. As the star spins down through electromagnetic braking or gravitational-wave emission, it loses angular momentum and therefore eventually loses the centrifugal support to hold it back from collapsing and forming a black hole. On the other hand, if the neutron star has mass less than that of its maximum, non-rotating mass, it will be infinitely stable and continue to spin down.
Observationally, while the neutron star is spinning down it is expected to emit predominantly x-rays. The collapse of the supramassive star will cause the x-rays to shut off quickly, causing a steep decay in the x-ray light curve.
Examples of the above light curves have been observed numerous times, including both long-lived and collapsing systems [12, 13, 14] . Here, we revisit the analysis of many of these systems, focusing particularly on the following three questions. Firstly, does the data really support the existence of a millisecond magnetar? Second, what gravitational-wave emission can one expect from such long-lived remnants, and do we have any hope of seeing these with second-or third-generation gravitational-wave detectors? Third, what can we say about the nuclear equation of state from current x-ray and potential gravitational-wave observations.
THE GENERALISED MILLISECOND MAGNETAR MODEL
The original millisecond magnetar model [1, 2] proposed that the star spun down through vacuum dipole radiation. In pulsar terminology, the braking index n was fixed to a value of three in the torque equation that describes the spindown of the nascent neutron star
where Ω is the star's angular frequency, and k is a constant of proportionality. This assumption leads to a prediction that the late-time behaviour of the luminosity goes as L ∝ t −2 . Equation (1) should equally apply to isolated radio pulsars, however not one of the well-measured braking indices of such isolated pulsars is consistent with n = 3; all but one have n 3 [e.g, 15, 16, 17] .
A generalisation of the magnetar model to include an arbitrary braking index has been developed and fit to two x-ray light curves from short gamma-ray bursts [18, 19] -a point we discuss in considerable detail below. This model has since been applied to the new fast x-ray transient CDF-S XT2, believed to be a protomagnetar born from a neutron star merger [20, 21] , and long gamma-ray bursts [22, 23, 24] , and even been generalised to include evolving braking indices that models the evolution of the magnetic field inclination angle and x-ray efficiency [24] .
The rotational kinetic energy of a rigidly rotating body is E = IΩ 2 /2, where I is the star's moment of inertia. As a star spins down, it loses this rotational kinetic energy; the time derivative of this equation therefore gives the rate of change of energy loss. If one supposes a constant fraction η of this energy is converted into x rays, the x-ray luminosity can be expressed as L = −ηΩ(dΩ/dt). Integrating and using Eqn. (1) implies
where
is the initial luminosity, Ω 0 is the initial angular frequency, and τ = Ω 1−n 0 / [(n − 1)k] is the spin-down timescale of the system. Equation (2) includes the characteristic plateau L = L 0 for t τ familiar from the standard magnetar model and a power-law decay L ∝ t (1+n)/(1−n) for t τ. Moreover, when n = 3 one recovers the usual electromagnetic spin down timescale τ = 3c
, where B p is the poloidal magnetic field, and R the stellar radius [18] .
Case studies: GRBs 130603B and 140903A
In the following, we concentrate on two short gamma-ray burst examples; GRB130603B and GRB140903A. These two gamma-ray bursts are selected as they have well-sampled (and well-behaved) x-ray light curves from the Neil Gehrels Swift telescope [XRT; 25], as well as late-time data points from XMM-Newton and the Chandra x-ray observatory, respectively. Figure 1 shows the two light curves as the black data points. The late-time data points act as an anchor for the measurement of the braking index; gamma-ray bursts without these late-time points will have significantly less-well-constrained braking indices. We will present a full catalogue of braking indices measurements in subsequent work [26] .
GRB130603B
The gamma-ray burst GRB130603B was the first credible detection of a kilonova [27, 28] . The standard, n = 3 millisecond magnetar model has been used to fit both XRT and XMM data [29, 30, 31] , and the more general millisecond magnetar model allowing for a variable braking index; Eqn. (2) [18, 19] . The top panel of Fig. 1 fit the model described by Eqn. (2), together with an initial power law that fits the prompt emission using Bayesian inference. The dark red band in Fig. 1 shows the superposition of many light curves, where each is drawn from a single posterior sample, indicating the uncertainty of the model given the data.
In Fig. 2 we show the marginalised posterior distribution for the braking index determined by the model in red. The shaded region shows the two-sigma confidence interval, and the dashed black line shows the fiducial value of n = 3. The braking index for this GRB is measured to be n = 2.9 ± 0.1 at one-sigma confidence, which is consistent with the fiducial value. For a plot of the full posterior including all parameters in the model, see Ref. [18] .
GRB140903A
The data for GRB140903A [32] has been fit using a fireball model in the absence of additional energy injection from a magnetar [32] , as well as with a normal and generalised magnetar model [33, 18, 34] . We note here that these original papers [32, 33] do not discuss the relative goodnesses-of-fit for each model, and therefore do not make quantitative statements about the likelihood of the existence or lack thereof of a millisecond magnetar born in the gamma-ray burst. This was the motivation for the work introduced in Sarin, Lasky, and Ashton [19] ; a point we return to in detail in the following section.
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the x-ray light curve of GRB 140903A (black points), together with the maximum posterior model fit (blue curve) of Eqn. (2) with an initial power-law decay for the prompt emission. The dark red band again shows the superposition of many light curves, each drawn from a single posterior sample. One can again see that the late-time data points at 10 5 and 10 6 s after the initial burst act to constrain significantly the braking index. In Fig. 2 we show the one-dimensional marginalised posterior distribution for the braking index in blue, which numerically is n = 2.6 ± 0.1 (one-sigma confidence); the fiducial value of n = 3 is ruled out with 99.95% confidence. This last result is not entirely surprising given no radio pulsar with a well-measured braking index is consistent with n = 3, either, and realistic models of pulsar magnetospheres suggest theoretically that braking indices due to electromagnetic-dominated spin down should be less than three [e.g., 35]. For a discussion of the physical significance of this result, see Ref. [18] .
Can we be sure they are millisecond magnetars?
In independent works, the data for GRB 140903A was fit both with and without the energy injection from a central engine [32, 33, 18, 34] . These seemingly contradictory results motivate a robust model selection study, which was first published in Sarin, Lasky, and Ashton [19] . Bayesian model selection can be used to calculate the relative preference data has for any two models. In the present case, we want to test between a model with energy injection from a magnetar central engine and without; the generalised millisecond magnetar model of Eqn. (2) and the fireball model. The latter is typically written as a combination of N power laws, and model selection can again be used to determine the optimal number of power laws that fit to a given light curve. In reality, there are a number of extra subtelties associated with this calculation, but we defer the reader to Ref. [19] for details; here we simply discuss the most salient features of the model-selection process.
The Bayes factor is simply the ratio of Bayesian evidences BF 1/2 ≡ Z 1 /Z 2 for each of two models. For both GRB 130603B and GRB 140903A, we found that the Bayes factor favours four power-law components for the fireball model [19] . Overwhelmingly, model selection between this four-component fireball model and the generalised millisecond magnetar model prefers the latter for both gamma-ray burst afterglow light curves. In particular, the Bayes factor for magnetar versus best-fit fireball BF M/F = 19 and 2271 for GRB 130603B and GRB 140903A, respectively [19] . Assuming each hypothesis is equally likely a priori, this tells us that the data prefers the magnetar model by 19 and 2271 times over the fireball model, respectively.
But this is not the full story. Do we really think the two hypotheses are a priori equally likely? Physically, we always expect the presence of a fireball, but we do not always expect the existence of a magnetar-driven outflow, simply because not all short gamma-ray bursts are expected to produce remnant magnetars. Statistically, this implies we need to introduce a prior odds Π M /Π F , which quantifies our relative expectation for the magnetar and fireball scenarios. Then, it is not the Bayes factor that quantifies which model is preferred by the data, but it is instead the odds O, given by
We can calculate the prior odds, and hence derive the odds, as follows. Let's assume all short gamma-ray bursts progenitors are binary neutron star mergers. The existence of a long-lived post-merger millisecond magnetar is then dependent mainly on the progenitor masses and the equation of state of nuclear matter. The latter sets an upper limit on the mass of non-rotating neutron stars, a quantity known as the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) mass, which is empirically unknown up to certain lower limits. Indeed, observations of galactic neutron stars show the maximum mass exceeds M TOV ≥ 2.01 ± 0.04 [36] , although see the interesting new measurement of a pulsar with mass M = 2.17
at one-sigma confidence [37] .
For a rapidly-rotating neutron star to be stable for more than ∼ 1 s, its mass must be below 1.2 × M TOV [38] . When the mass of the star is above M TOV , the star can be temporarily held up from collapse by the extra support centrifugal forces provide. Such a supramassive star born from neutron-star mergers will collapse 5×10 4 s following the merger [39] . The x-ray light curves of GRBs 130603B and 140903A show no signs of rapid decay indicating collapse to a black hole did not happen for more than a few times 10 5 s following the initial gamma-ray burst, implying the remnant magnetar, if formed, was not in the supramassive regime but was infinitely stable. Therefore, if a magnetar was born in either of these gamma-ray bursts, their mass was less than M TOV .
With this information in hand, we only need to know the mass of the neutron star progenitors to estimate the fraction of binary neutron star mergers that result in infinitely stable neutron star remnants. We can estimate this probabilistically following the calculation of Lasky et al. [40] . In particular, we assume the mass distribution of galactic double neutron star systems is representative of the universal population, and use the mass distribution M = 1.32 ± 0.11 M outlined in Kiziltan et al. [41] (although see the more recent works of [42, 43] ). To find the postmerger mass we demand conservation of rest mass, and invoke two limits for the mass ejected during the merger. The first provides an upper limit on the mass distribution of the remnant by assuming no mass is ejected throughout the merger, which gives the post-merger mass distribution as p(M) = 2.45 ± 0.14 M . But we can also consider a more aggresive scenario in which the quantity of mass ejected in the merger as inferred from the kilonova observations of GW170817 are representative of typical binary neutron star mergers. This yields a post-merger mass distribution of p(M) = 2.38 ± 0.14 M . For details of these calculations, see Sarin, Lasky, and Ashton [19] .
The prior odds for a magnetar versus fireball is simply the probability that the mass of the post-merger remnant is less than M TOV :
Equations (3) and (4) can then be used to calculate the odds as a function of the unknown M TOV , which is shown in Fig. 3 . This figure shows the odds increasing as a function of M TOV ; for larger values of the maximum neutron star mass, one is more likely to form a stable neutron star remnant from a binary collision. Figure 3 shows that, for all viable values of the TOV mass M TOV 2.01 M , and even assuming the most conservative scenario of zero mass loss during merger, the data for GRB 140903A prefers the magnetar model over the fireball model. We can definitively say that, in this case, a magnetar was born in the gamma-ray burst.
We do not have the same level of certainty for GRB 130603B; if the TOV mass is M TOV 2.3 M , then the odds O M/F 2, implying the magnetar model is prefered by the data. However, the converse is also true; if the TOV mass is smaller than M TOV 2.2 M , the data prefers the fireball model, implying a magnetar central engine is not required to explain the x-ray light curve. In the TOV mass range between ∼ 2.2 M and 2.3 M , the data is not informative towards either model. Figure 3 emphasises that, at least for the case of one short gamma-ray burst, a millisecond magnetar was born and rapidly spun down for more than 10 6 s. Indeed, many more short gamma-ray bursts have been modelled similarly [e.g., 13, 14], although rigorous model selectionà la Ref. [19] is still forthcoming [26] .
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM NEUTRON STAR REMNANTS
Given such rapidly rotating, massive magnetars likely exist, what can we say about their gravitational-wave emission? For GRBs 130603B and 140903A we have determined the braking index n through the torque equation; see Fig. 2 . In general, while a braking index n = 3 indicates vacuum dipole spin down, a braking index of n = 5 is indicative of gravitational-wave dominated spin down. That the two GRBs analysed above and the Rowlinson et al. [13] and Lü et al. [14] samples of short gamma-ray bursts are consistent with n 5 implies that, at late times (t τ), the spin down is dominated by electromagnetic rather than gravitational-wave emission [18] . This allows us to put constraints on the amplitude of gravitational-wave emission from these purported magnetars, and therefore determine the detectability with second-and third-generation gravitational-wave detectors.
In Lasky and Glampedakis [45] , we analyzed eight gamma-ray bursts with known redshifts that show good fits to the magnetar model with n = 3 from Rowlinson et al. [13] . These light curves allow us to place strict upper limits on the gravitational-wave emission; if the gravitational-wave amplitude was sufficiently large, the n = 3 magnetar model would not provide a good fit to the data.
Fits to the light curve with the n = 3 magnetar model allow one to estimate the value of the initial spin period of the nascent neutron star as well as it's magnetic field strength [13] . However, these can only be known up to a factor, which is the efficiency η of turning spin-down energy into x-ray luminosity [e.g., 46], which is also likely to be time dependent [e.g., 24].
We take the inferred values of the neutron star initial spin periods and magnetic fields at face value [13] , and use these to calculate the maximum gravitational-wave signal. The left-hand panel of Figure 4 shows these gravitationalwave strain upper limits for the eight gamma-ray bursts assuming η = 1 (solid coloured curves) and η = 0.1 (dashed coloured curves). We compare these predicted upper limits with strain sensitivity curves from the S5 run of Initial LIGO [ Four of the gamma-ray bursts in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4 have light curves that show rapid decay at some point in their evolution, indicating the nascent star was born supramassive, and collapsed to form a black hole after many hundreds of seconds [13, 39] -we return to this below. The other four gamma-ray bursts do not show such behaviour; for these magnetars we calculate the optimal signal-to-noise ratio ρ opt as a function of observation time for the strain curves shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4 The curves in the right-hand panel of Fig. 4 are interesting for two reasons. First, they show a characteristic powerlaw increase for some time before plateauing. This plateau is due to the fact that the neutron star has sufficiently spun down by that time that the gravitational-wave emission is minimal. It implies that gravitational-wave observations of such systems reach the point of minimal returns after some nominal timescale; we return to this in the next section. 10 Second, we note that the signal-to-noise ratio for these systems is rather pessimistic, and even with the most optimistic scenario and unrealistic detection pipelines (see discussion in Ref. [45] ), these systems could only be marginally detectable with third-generation telescopes such as the Einstein Telescope. But the authors of Ref. [45] were ignorant at the time of writing. They were under the misguided impression that binary neutron stars did not merge in the local Universe. In August of 2017, this was shown to be wrong with the discovery of GW170817 at a distance of just ∼ 40 Mpc [3, 4] , implying detections of gravitational waves from binary neutron star post-merger remnants become significantly more likely. As the strain scales inversely with the distance, and the signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to distance h ∝ 1/d ∝ ρ opt , one can simply scale the results presented in Fig. 4 , and realise that, under the most optimistic assumptions presented in Lasky and Glampedakis [45] , a detection of gravitational waves from a long-lived post-merger remnant at ∼ 40 Mpc is possible for Advanced LIGO operating at design sensitivity.
The results presented in Lasky and Glampedakis [45] and scaled to nearby sources are derived by simply looking at late-time ( 100 s) x-ray light curves following gamma-ray bursts. For this reason, they are an upper limit, but they say nothing of the possible mechanisms that could even cause such gravitational-wave emission. Numerous authors have attempted to answer the question of how large a gravitational-wave amplitude one would expect from a long-lived post-merger remnant. Loosely, such emission mechanisms include magnetic-field induced stellar ellipticities [51, 52] , bar modes [53] , and r modes [54] , but the estimates for the gravitational-wave amplitude vary wildly [e.g., 55, 29, 56, 57, 45, 58, 59] .
But there is one further piece of evidence that limits the total gravitational-wave emission from post-merger remnants, if our understanding of the x-ray plateaus is correct. Consider magnetic-field induced ellipticities as one of the example gravitational-wave mechanisms above, although the argument holds for the other mechanisms as well. Naturally, one can detect sources at greater distance if their ellipticity is higher, implying larger amplitude of gravitational waves. However, in practice, one can rule out arbitrarily high ellipticities as the total energy emitted in gravitational waves would exceed that available in the from the total rotational energy budget of the system [34] .
To illustrate this point, we fit the generalised magnetar model (Eqns. 1 and 2) to the light curve from the gammaray burst GRB 140903A and derive a model for gravitational-wave emission based on the parameters inferred from the fit; for details, see Sarin et al. [34] . We then calculate the total gravitational-wave energy emitted as a function of time since the burst, and plot this for two example values of ellipticity in the left-hand plot of Fig. 5 . In that figure, we also plot the total rotational energy budget available to the system assuming the derived initial spin period of the system as the horizontal black line. The shaded region above that line represents an unphysical region of parameter space; if the blue/red curves go into the shaded region, then more gravitational-wave energy has been emitted than was available in rotational energy. This figure highlights that arbitrarily large ellipticities are not possible and, for the case of GRB 140903A, one cannot have an ellipticity above 10 −3 [34] . We will put this derived upper limit on the ellipticity into a physical context in a subsequent section. In terms of gravitational-wave detectability, one can convert such an ellipticity, using the derived magnetar-model parameters, into an optimal matched-filter signal-to-noise ratio ρ opt , and ask the question: at what distance could I hope to detect such a signal. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 , we plot ρ opt for the Einstein Telescope as a function of distance, assuming a relatively optimistic observing time of 5 × 10 4 s (see the discussion in Ref. [34] as to why this is optimistic). This plot shows such a gravitational-wave signal could be seen by the Einstein Telescope out to a distance of approximately 45 Mpc -note that the = 10 −2 systems can be seen out to much larger distances, however they reside in an unphysical region of parameter space as explained previously. A similar plot to the right-hand panel of Fig. 5 can be seen assuming Advanced LIGO operating at design sensitivity in Sarin et al. [34] ; the unfortunate punchline there is that such systems can only be seen out to ∼ 2 Mpc.
While a somewhat pessimistic picture has so far been painted, we do point out one potential optimistic avenue for detecting gravitational-wave emission from long-lived merger remnants. The light-curve analyses presented to this point rely on information predominantly gained at times t τ, where τ is the spin-down timescale of the system, and corresponds to the knee of the light curves seen in Fig. 1 . For GRBs 130603B and 140903A, τ = (2.2 ± 0.1) × 10 3 s and (2.0 ± 0.2) × 10 4 s, respectively [18] . We certainly not able to say anything about the evolution of these systems for the first ∼ 100 s as Swift generally takes that long to slew into position. Moreover, even if the systems are initially gravitational-wave spin-down dominated for t τ, this would hardly show up as a deviation in the light curve as a gravitational-wave dominated x-ray afterglow still has a plateau phase in which the luminosity is largely constant [2, 45] .
While the above suggests we do not have direct information about the early evolution of these neutron stars, there may be tentative evidence that their spin down is, in fact, dominated by gravitational-wave emission at early times, and only becomes electromagnetically-dominated at late times. The evidence comes from looking at those millisecond magnetars born in short gamma-ray bursts that are seen to collapse via a sharp decay feature in their x-ray plateau. Ravi and Lasky [39] predicted the spin down evolution of those nascent neutron stars in a bid to understand what their collapse-time distribution should look like on theoretical grounds -see also [60] . Indeed, if one assumes these stars spin down only through magnetic vacuum dipole radiation, then the observed distribution of collapse times does not match the predicted distribution [39] . Many authors have speculated on the nature of this disagreement, with all outcomes being equally intriguing. For example, this could be evidence that the post-merger remnant is actually a quark star [61, 62, 63] , or in fact gravitational-wave energy is taking angular momentum away from the system, causing them to collapse earlier [64, 65, 66] .
With this in mind, the most likely known binary neutron star merger to have gravitational-wave emission detectable by the current generation of gravitational-wave instruments is GW170817/GRB170817A. And so, the only remaining question is: were gravitational waves from the post-merger remnant of GW170817 detected?
Were gravitational waves from the post-merger remnant of GW170817 detected?
No [5, 6, 7] .
DETERMINING THE EQUATION OF STATE FROM NEUTRON STAR REMNANTS
We finally turn to attempts to measure the equation of state of nuclear matter from the x-ray plateau observations of short gamma-ray bursts. The idea is simple; some subset of short gamma-ray burst afterglows exhibit steep decays, which has been interpreted as the collapse of the supramassive magnetar to form a black hole [13] . Fitting the original, n = 3 millisecond magnetar model to these light curves prior to their collapse time t col , one can estimate the birth spin period of the magnetar p 0 as well as the magnetic field strength B p . If the magnetar has a mass M TOV < m 1.2M TOV , then it is considered to be supramassive, and will collapse to form a black hole when it has spun down sufficiently that it can no longer support it's own mass through the extra support centrifugal forces supply. In that case, one can derive an equation for the collapse time [40] 
Here, R and I are the radius and moment of inertia of the neutron star. The parameters α and β are equation-of-state dependent parameters that define a neutron stars maximum spin period such that [67] 
Lasky et al. [40] calculated α and β for a series of five representative equations of state by calculating equilibrium sequences of m max ; those values can be found in Ref. [39] . Equation (5) depends on a number of parameters which can be divided into three categories: those that can be indirectly observed using the x-ray light curves, t col , p 0 , and B p ; those that relate to the equation of state of nuclear matter, M TOV , α, β, R and I; and the mass of the remnant, m. It may seem strange that the radius and moment of inertia are put into the category of equation of state parameters, but if we know the mass of the star, then the equation of state tells us what the radius and moment of inertia are. The task for determining the equation of state given an observation of a collapsing supramassive neutron star observed via an x-ray afterglow comes down to determining the actual mass of the neutron star remnant. If that is known, then Eqns. (5) and (6) can be solved to get the equation of state parameters.
There are two potential ways to get the mass of a given progenitor. The first is to look at the known, galactic population of binary neutron star systems, which have a relatively tight mass distribution. Taking that mass distribution [41] , and demanding conservation of rest mass, one can derive a distribution for the remnant mass-see Lasky et al. [40] for details-which is plotted as the grey distribution on the left-hand panel of Fig. 6 (the height of the distribution is arbitrary, and does not correspond to the left-hand axis label).
Over-plotted on the left-hand panel are five different solutions of Eqn. (5) for parameters derived for short gammaray burst GRB 101219A assuming different remnant masses m for five representative equations of state. Explicitly, these are SLy (black curves; M TOV = 2.05 M ), APR (orange curves; M TOV = 2.20 M ), GM1 (red curves; M TOV = 2.37 M ), AB-N (green curves; M TOV = 2.67 M ), and AB-L (blue curves; M TOV = 2.71 M ). The horizontal dashed curve is the observed collapse time from Ref. [13] .
The left-hand panel of Fig. 6 is to be interpreted as follows. Consider for example the AB-L equation of state (blue curve); if this is the true equation of state, then to explain this collapse time, the remnant mass had to be m ≈ 3.0 M , which is a significant outlier from the posterior mass distribution plotted in grey. Stated another way, if this equation of state were true, then the overwhelmingly most-likely scenario is that a stable, rather than supramassive, neutron star would have been born from this collision. From this plot alone, one can all but rule out equations of state with such high TOV masses. It is worth emphasising that these equation-of-state curves assume the spin down of the star is dominated by electromagnetic torques rather than gravitational-wave emission; as eluded to earlier, this may not be true. Figure 6 shows only one representative example of a single gamma-ray burst. There are four gamma-ray bursts presented in Lasky et al. [40] , and many more in Lü et al. [14] . The take-away message is that we can rule out exotic equations of state with very large TOV masses M TOV 2.7 M . Perhaps more interestingly, to explain all of the short gamma-ray burst observations, we also need the TOV mass to be above a certain minimum threshold of M TOV 2.2. The right-hand panel shows another way in which we can determine the mass of the remnant, but it relies on detecting the inspiral through gravitational waves and coincidentally seeing a long-lived x-ray plateau with steep decay. If we see one of these in the future, then the grey distribution shows a hypothetical mass posterior for the remnant mass. This is derived by combining the mass distribution from the galactic binary neutron stars described previously (solid black distribution in the right-hand panel) with the hypothetical remnant mass distribution inferred from the gravitational-wave observation (dotted black curve). The resultant mass distribution is significantly less broad, and therefore significantly enhances our ability to determine the equation of state-see Ref. [40] for details.
CONCLUSIONS
Binary neutron star mergers and their subsequent evolution has the potential to provide valuable insight into fundamental physics and astrophysics. The emission of both high-energy photons and gravitational waves from the post-merger remnant are being studied in detail, both from a theoretical and observational perspective. While our current understanding from electromagnetic observations is impressive, a multi-messenger gravitational-wave plus electromagnetic observation of a post-merger remnant has the potential to be truly revolutionary. With Advanced LIGO and Virgo reaching even better sensitivity in the third LIGO observing run, KAGRA joining soon, and the prospect for further future upgrades and LIGO-India joining the network, the future of this field is exciting.
